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TARGETING – Part 28: SICK or TARGETED, DIRECTED 

ENERGY WEAPONS, MIND CONTROL 

**Please play from 52:48 to 55:56   and from 101:42 to 1:03:27 Cody Snodgres 

shares about their mind control weapon they use to control emotions, moods – 

example: road rage, I would add – rogue shootings.  They say controlling 

emotions and moods is part of the 5G program./using psychics to target someone 

by shooting psychic energy at them and after being under this kind of attack day 

in and day out they discovered it altered the brain chemistry.  When you bombard 

someone for long enough with these psychic waves it disrupts the serotonin and 

melatonin and gets them way out of whack.  This is part of their assassination 

programming; it can make you look like you have food poisoning and if you die 

from it the dr. just thinks you had food poisoning.  These frequency weapons are 

the new way to kill remotely and have your hands appear to be clean, nothing 

tracing back to you, the death looks like it was from normal sicknesses and 

diseases. **(about 5 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RysQepLYOU 

.. 

Cody shared that when they use “psychics” to target someone by shooting 

psychic energy at them that after being under this kind of attack day in and day 

out they discovered it altered the brain chemistry.  When you bombard someone 

for long enough with these psychic waves it disrupts the serotonin and melatonin 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RysQepLYOU
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and gets them way out of whack.  This is part of their assassination programming; 

it can make you look like you have food poisoning and if you die from it the dr. 

just thinks you had food poisoning.  These frequency weapons are the new way to 

kill remotely and have your hands appear to be clean, nothing tracing back to you, 

the death looks like it was from normal sicknesses and diseases. (..) 

When I listened to that interview with Cody it really hit me hard.  He described 

things that I feel like are going on with me.  I get 13 pills a month to help with 

migraines and sometimes it almost isn’t enough.  Can you imagine your head 

hurting that much?  Lots of times I begin to throw up and don’t stop until every 

single little bit of stomach bile is thrown up.  Sounds like the food poisoning effect 

he was talking about.  You lose so much of your life being sick like this.  Many 

times if I walk into a store all of a sudden I begin to feel instantly that I need to go 

to the bathroom.  This is after going before leaving home and only being 5 

minutes away from the house.  That’s not normal.  I usually get a migraine if I 

walk around in a store too much or too far.  I usually get a migraine after taking a 

shower, if I get too hot, if I exercise etc.  Most of the time I don’t have nice hair 

through the week because I sit around the house with ice packs on my head.  

Hairspray and melted ice packs don’t mix.  Many things I know I can’t do or I’ll be 

sick, so I avoid them.  That’s not even to mention the pain from rheumatoid 

arthritis on top of the migraines.  The inflammation that is hitting my hands 

something fierce now for about 5 months.  I do my research online and type out 

the messages and share them.  The ringing in my ears ramping up and fluctuating 

and stopping briefly and then going full force again like a power surge in my head.  

My left eye has been blood shot now for a month.  I can feel when it seems like 

my eyes are being hit.  

I wonder… am I targeted?  Or just sick?  Many times I can’t sleep.  All of this could 

drive a wedge between me and God.  Pain can make you angry, make you 

question God, why me, why this way?  How can I be effective for you like this?  It 

can make you question His love for you.  It can make you want to give up and I’ve 

been talking about how it can make you think of taking your life or what is even 

the point of living.  I never stay there or dwell on that way of thinking too long.  I 

already covered that suicide is a sin and no matter what, God did not create us to 
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just take our own lives because this world got too tough.  Read His Word, pray for 

relief, talk with someone, pour your heart out to God when you feel like that.   

In all of this, somehow I keep going, knowing He is with me.  Somehow this is for 

His glory.  Lord knows I have prayed every which a way about it all that I can pray.  

Sometimes I want to quit.  It’s not easy to teach the truth like I do.  But God 

always picks me up and keeps me going somehow and someway.  Sometimes one 

of you will give just the right word at the right time and it gives me a boost.  

That’s how we help each other in the body of Christ.  Your prayers are surely 

helping and I am thankful for them.  What if you decided to quit Christianity and 

found out you were still sick or still targeted?  No, quitting is not being a good 

soldier for Jesus Christ, so I go on.  You have to stop the pity party and just focus 

on Christ and doing the Father’s will.  Pray for others, pray against the targeting.  

God will give you relief and strength and help you to keep going.  He is faithful. 

Pastor Erustus shared this with me: Even if they are targeting your life just like 

Job, the flesh may suffer but God will not allow satan and his agents to touch your 

life which is hid in Christ Jesus. He has put a hedge around you. He who called you 

is faithful to accomplish the work He has started in you.  God is faithful and He 

answers our prayers. I think what we are facing are just attacks. The devil thinks 

will silence you through sickness and blocking your voice. But in all this God's 

power is manifested. As much as they may monitor you and attack but He who 

called you is faithful. 

So I give up trying to know if I’m being targeted or if I’m just sick.  Either way, it is 

in God’s hands, He is the One Who fights for me.   

**Please play from 1:09:35 to 1:10:43  Cody Snodgres talks about how they 

secretly target people and kill them to shut down the truth from getting 

out.**(about 1 min.) 

 

Matt.12:14 - Then the Pharisees went out, and held a council against Him, how 

they might destroy Him. 
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Killing someone to shut them up is not new, but what is new, are the methods 

they have been using that we are now learning about. 
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22. Project Artichoke 
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Image Source 

In the 1950s, the CIA’s Office of Scientific Intelligence ran a series of mind control 

projects in an attempt to answer the question “Can we get control of an individual 

to the point where he will do our bidding against his will and even against 

fundamental laws of nature?” One of these programs, Project Artichoke, studied 

hypnosis, forced morphine addiction, drug withdrawal, and the use of chemicals 

to incite amnesia in unwitting human subjects. Though the project was eventually 

shut down in the mid-1960s, the project opened the door to extensive research 

on the use of mind-control in field operations.  **They never shut these projects 

down.** 

 

http://www.wanttoknow.info/mind_control/foia_mind_control/00000000_144700_03.jpg
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Voices in the head were produced in prisoners in Utah prisons using Tesla 
technology. Each of the prisoners received the same message from an 'ET'. Today, 
it seems, it's easy to produce 'voices in the head' without implants. 

A prisoner called David Fratus in Draper Prison, Utah in 1988 wrote: 

"I began to receive, or hear, high-frequency tones in my ears. When I plug my 
ears..the tones are still inside and become amplified. It's as if they had become 
electrified echo chambers with the sounds coming from the inside out..I began to 
hear voices..into my inner ears as vivid as though I were listening to a set of stereo 
headphones..with the end result being that I am now having my brain monitored 
by an omnipotent computerized mind reading or scanning machine of some sort " 

Hundreds of inmates at the Gunnison Facility of the Utah State Prison, and the 

State Hospital were subject to this brand of mind-control in order to test it. In the 

early 1970s, this was brought out in the Utah U.S. District Court, because inmates 

who had been subjected to this Tesla-wave mind-control in prison had tried 

unsuccessfully to fight back in court.  The University of Utah researched how 

Tesla-waves could be used to manipulate the mind into hearing voices, overriding 

and implanting thoughts into the mind, and reading the thoughts, as well as 

developing eye-implants. 
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Tim Rifat of UK wrote that "this inter-cerebral hearing is used to drive the victim 
mad, as no one else can hear the voices transmitted into the brain of the target. 
Transmission of auditory data directly into the target's brains using microwave 
carrier beams is now common practice.  Instead of using excitation potentials, one 
uses a transducer to modify the spoken word into ELF audiograms, that are then 
superimposed on a pulse modulated microwave beam." 

The Sydney Morning Herald on 21 March 1983 published an article by Dr Nassim 
Abd El-Aziz Neweigy, Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Agriculture, Moshtohor 
Tukh-Kalubia, Egypt. It stated: "Russian satellites, controlled by advanced 
computers, can send voices in one's own language interweaving into natural 
thoughts to the population of choice to form diffused artificial thought. The 
chemistry and electricity of the human brain can be manipulated by satellite and 
even suicide can be induced. Through ferocious anti-humanitarian means, the 
extremist groups are fabricated, the troubles and bloody disturbances are 
instigated by advanced tele-means via Russian satellites, in many countries in 
Asia, Africa, Europe and Latin America." 
The Russians broke the genetic code of the human brain. They worked out 23 EEG 

band-wave lengths, 11 of which were totally independent. So if you can 

manipulate those 11, you can do anything. 

NSA Cray computers can remotely track people just knowing the specific EMF 

waves (evoked potentials from EEGs in the 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt range) of a 

person's bioelectric-field. Each person's emissions are unique and they can 

remotely track someone in public. 

Maxwell's 'Hidden' Etheric Component  
Evoked-potentials officially don't exist in physics, but in 1873 a Scotsman, James 
Clerk Maxwell, discovered electromagnetic waves have 3 components: 
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He discovered waveforms which exist at a certain number of right-angled 
rotations away from the electromagnetic-field. These are hyperspacial 
components, not subject to constraints of time and space. He claimed that 
electromagnetic-radiation waves were carried by the ether and the ether was 
disturbed by magnetic lines of force. The hidden component is called only 
'potential' now and not normally used except for covert hyperdimensional physics 
and to manipulate consciousness itself via electromagnetic-waves covering vast 
areas of the planet. 

Approx. one person in 3000 is naturally sensitive to this magnetic-waveform 
component, the telepathic types (according to a writer called "Majix"), but we are 
all capable of tuning into this magnetic component by tuning our subconscious to 
it. Maxwell's successors thought potentials were akin to mysticism, because they 
believed fields contain mass which cannot be created from apparently nothing, 
which is what potentials are, both literally and mathematically - they are an 
accumulation or reservoir of energy; but this hasn't been taught in mainstream 
physics. 

Thought Control  
Subliminal words in the correct electromagnetic-field that expresses human 
consciousness, attuned to the human brain, can enter our minds at a 
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subconscious level. Our brain activity patterns can apparently be measured and 
stored on computer by super-computers. If a victim needs subliminal-thoughts 
implanted, all that is necessary is to capture, save on computer, and target the 
person's brainwave pattern to send them such low frequency subliminal-
messages that they actually think it is their own thoughts [confirmed by Al Bielek 
and Preston Nichols with the Montauk Project in Long Island].  

 

The researcher Majix says our brains are so sensitive that they are like liquid-
crystal in response to the magnetic component of the earth. 

We are sensitive to earth's magnetic changes, changes in the ionospheric cavity 
and re-resonate those frequencies ourselves. We are incredibly complex, beyond 
comprehension and a type of biocosmic transducer. He adds: 

"Physicists in Russia correlate the mean annual magnetic-activity, electro-
magnetic and electro-static fields on human behavior and medical 
indications.They are similar to biorhythms.These magnetic frequencies can be 
manipulated. Our brain waves can mimic magnetic frequencies from very simple 
equipment at extremely low power levels. From half a second to 4 seconds later, 
the neurons and brainwaves are driven exclusively by the device, with power levels 
almost nonexistent. All one needs is a circularly polarized antenna aimed up at the 
ionospheric cavity and they can manipulate the moods of everyone within a 75 sq. 
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mile area. The body picks up these  "new" manipulated waves and begins to 
correspond immediately.  "Sleep" frequency will make everyone become tired and 
sleep." 

CLOSING 

Let’s talk about the fact that nobody believes you or that you are being treated 

unfairly?  Did they accept Jesus and treat Him fairly? 

Did Jesus say it would be easy living for Him?  Did He say everyone in this world 

would be doing the right thing and would never lie?  No, in fact He said the 

opposite of those things. 

John 15:18-19 - If the world hate you, ye know that it hated Me before it 

hated you. If ye were of the world, the world would love his own: but because ye 

are not of the world, but I have chosen you out of the world, therefore the world 

hateth you.  

John 16:33 - These things I have spoken unto you, that in Me ye might have 

peace. In the world ye shall have tribulation: but be of good cheer; I have 

overcome the world.  

This world isn’t fair.  People are dishonest and coldhearted and are willing to step 

on your head to get ahead.  Most people are taken over by greed and serve the 

god of this world.  You have to remember that even when it seems like God isn’t 

with you, He is.  Even if it seems like He’s not answering your prayers, if you are 

His, He hears you.  He is faithful and He will not leave you as long as you want 

Him.   

Remember what Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego told the king when they 

were faced with bowing down to his god.   

Daniel 3:17-18 - If it be so, our God whom we serve is able to deliver us from the 

burning fiery furnace, and He will deliver us out of thine hand, O king. But if not, 

be it known unto thee, O king, that we will not serve thy gods, nor worship the 

golden image which thou hast set up. 
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They had their minds set that they were going to remain true to the LORD God 

Almighty even to the point of death.  We need to have our minds made up to 

serve Jesus Christ even if deliverance or healing doesn’t come when we think it 

should.  Even if it feels like our prayers aren’t being answered.  Even through the 

pain of not being believed or listened to and through the physical pain.   

Rev.21:4 - And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be 

no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain: 

for the former things are passed away.  

PRAYER 
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#CodySnodgres Operation Indigo Skyfall & Project Slammer #SnowdenEffect 
@RealGeoEngWatch 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RysQepLYOU 
 

http://www.bestpsychologydegrees.com/30-most-disturbing-human-

experiments-in-history/ 

Project Artichoke Document 

https://www.wanttoknow.info/mind_control/foia_mind_control/00000000_1447

00_03.jpg 
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